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OPERATE
globally with the highest standards of governance,
ethics and transparency

—
DELIVER
100% of our products with a measurable improved
social and environmental impact

—
PROTECT
the environment, biodiversity and people through
impactful science and innovation
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ESG
Ambitions
2030

We started our sustainability journey in 1991 with the
signature of the International Chamber of commerce
first sustainability charter. Our future still depends on
our ability to innovate responsibly while building on
our timeless values and our legacy of sustainability
leadership.
Our Sustainability framework is holistically embedded
at the heart of our company strategy.
We see the next 10 years as a transformation journey towards business for good powered by science. The global
challenges of the next decade are such that Firmenich
cannot succeed alone. This strategy will meet its goals
only if we can engage our clients and our suppliers in the
journey. In order to scale up our impacts we will continue
to be an active partner in strategic coalitions such as
One Planet Business for Biodiversity, the Science Based
Targets Initiative, The United Nations Global Compact,
the Swiss Food and Nutrition Valley and others.
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FIRMENICH
ESG AMBITIONS
CARBON NEUTRALITY IN OUR DIRECT OPERATIONS BY 2025
CARBON POSITIVE IN OUR DIRECT OPERATIONS BY 2030

our vision

As a leading responsible family company, driving an inclusive business model
has always been our priority. We set ourselves pioneering 2025 and 2030 ambitions
to create value for our stakeholders today and for the generations to come.
We commit to:

·· OPERATE globally with the highest standards of governance,
ethics and transparency

·· DELIVER

100% of our products with a measurable improved
social and environmental impact

·· PROTECT the environment, biodiversity and people through

#1

#1

in Renewable
Ingredients

Acting on

in Conscious
Perfumery

Diet
#1 inTransformation

Embracing

Caring about

Climate change

nature

·· Carbon Positive
in our Operations
·· Water Neutral
in water stressed areas
·· Zero Waste to Landfill
·· 100% Renewable Electricity
·· 100% Plastic Recycled
·· 100% Renewable Fragrances
(ISO 16128*)

·· Committed to regenerative
agriculture
·· 70 % Renewable Ingredients
·· 90 % Certified Terpenes & Resins
·· 99% Ultimately or Partially
Biodegradable Ingredients
in our Fragrance Portfolio

people

·· Protect Human Rights
·· No Gender Pay Gap
·· No Ethnic Pay Gap
·· 100% Living Wage
·· Certified ingredients
·· Safety: Total Recordable
Case (TRC) rate below 0.20

drivers

targets

streams

ambition

impactful science and innovation
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* ISO 16128 provides guidelines on definitions for natural and organic cosmetic ingredients.

firmenich
business ethics

Digital Acceleration
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OUR APPROACH
—
·· We benchmarked against the most responsible companies
·· We built on our 2020 materiality matrix
·· We analyzed our SDG Action Manager’s assessment
·· We used science-based targets where available
·· We involved 50 colleagues across the Firmenich group
·· We built on our decades of sustainability legacy
·· We projected ourselves in the future of inclusive business
·· We convened external stakeholders as critical friends
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Acting on

Climate
change

CLIMATE
—
We are acting to minimize our impact and are leading our
industry towards a carbon neutral future. Firmenich is a
founding member of Business Ambition for 1.5°C, a coalition of over 320 companies committed to net zero by
2050. We have set emissions reductions to keep warming
to below 1.5°C, in line with the Paris Agreement’s goals.
We commit to continue driving our vision of a zero impact future and will reach carbon neutrality in our direct operations by 2025.
The United Nations says the decade from 2011 to 2020
was the warmest on record. Now is clearly the time for
bold and swift environmental action. In addition, by 2030
we will minimize our impact and reach water neutrality
in our operations in water stressed areas. We will also
minimize our impact and reach zero waste to landfill at
our sites. Finally, we will reduce our plastic footprint and
develop a path towards 100% of our plastic waste recycled.

Carbon
Neutral

Water
Neutral

in our
direct operations

in water
stressed areas
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Acting on

Climate
change

acting on climatE change

CARBON POSITIVE
corporate

IN OUR DIRECT OPERATIONS

Water Neutral
in water stressed areas

Zero Waste
to landfill

Ingredients

activation

70%
of Firmenich ingredients

Perfumery
100% of our fragrances
will be Renewable
(ISO 16128*)

Made of 70% Renewable

manufactured from
Renewable Carbon

(ISO 16128*)
Or Upcycled Carbon content
(fragrance portfolio average)

-25% Carbon impact

of our Perfumery business
(vs 2020 baseline)

*ISO 16128 provides guidelines on definitions for natural and organic cosmetic ingredients

2030

ambitions

100%
Renewable electricity

100%
Plastic Recycled
Taste & Beyond
Our SmartProteins™ will help
save 285 Billion liters of water / year
(230% reduction vs 2020)
Our SmartProteins™
will help reduce
4.5 Million Tons CO2 emission / year
(230% reduction vs 2020)
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Acting on

corporate

Climate
change

acting on climatE change

CARBON neutral
IN OUR DIRECT OPERATIONS

100% of our sites
powered by 100 %
renewable
electricity
15 % improvement
energy efficiency
vs 2020

Corporate
100% office paper and pallets

activation

from certified source
of recycled material

Single use plastics banned
in our cafeterias, meetings rooms
and reception areas

100% air business

travel Emissions
and employees commuting offset

* ISO 16128 provides guidelines on definitions for natural and organic cosmetic ingredients

Ingredients
75% of our suppliers
who respond
to CDP water have set
reduction targets

Suppliers representing
80% of our raw materials

spend answer CDP climate change
and set improvement plan

2025

targets

100% of our sites
including new ones

50% reduction
CO2 emissions

at Zero Waste to landfill
and certify major ones

Scope 1 and 2 versus 2017

Reduce by 10%
emissions rate

100%
of our plastic packaging

From IG/EG outbound Transportation
vs 2020

fully recyclable
or reusable

Perfumery

Taste & Beyond
Analyze 100%

of Flavors and Fragrance Products
For environmental impact

Made of 33% renewable

Our SMartProteins™

(ISO16128*) or upcycled carbon content
(fragrance portfolio average)

15

will help reduce 3.3 Million Tons
of CO2 emission
save 215 Billion liters
of water / year
(170% reduction VS 2020)
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Embracing

nature

NATURE
—
By leveraging our science and our purchasing power towards more regenerative products we can contribute to
reversing nature loss with a view to becoming nature
positive in the longer term. By inviting our naturals’ suppliers to consider regenerative agriculture and in collaboration with our clients we are taking an end-to-end
approach to biodiversity protection. We consider nature
to be a fragile luxury to use with care.
We commit to continue being compliant with the Nagoya
protocol and to request the necessary permits when
relevant. We will achieve group validation against the
UEBT standard, which ensures proper risk management systems across our natural sourcing portfolio. In
addition, we want to achieve certifications for targeted
naturals. We commit to contribute to the definition of
science-based targets for nature. We will continue to
influence our ecosystem of clients, suppliers and partners to accelerate nature positive decisions globally.
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Embracing

embracing nature

nature

of our nature program
reporting against
science-based targets
for nature

Advocate for Nature-based
solutions
in partnership
with our clients
and suppliers
at global policy
forums

Ingredients

Perfumery

activation

corporate

100%

10 FARMING
PARTNERSHIPS TAKING
ACTION ON REGENERATIVE
AGRICULTURE
90% of terpenes
& resins

raw material supply certified
PEFC/FSC

99%
ULTIMATELY OR PARTIALLY

BIODEGRADABLE
INGREDIENTS

IN OUR FRAGRANCE PORTFOLIO

2030

ambitions

HIGH vitality

Lead the Green
Chemistry
transformation

of our R&D project

pipeline dedicated
to decreasing pressure
on threatened natural
resources through biotech
and upcycling processes
among others

Taste & Beyond

LEAD THE GLOBAL
DIET TRANSFORMATION
THROUGH GREEN PROTEINS
CONTRIBUTING TO SOIL
HEALTH REGENERATION

19

TASTE & BEYOND
CREATION PALETTE
MEASURED
BY ECOFOOD COMPASS™
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Embracing

embracing nature

corporate

nature

100%
UEBT validation

of our integrated
biodiversity strategy

Corporate

activation

Zero
Firmenich Sites
identified on sedex
biodiversity radar
risk for protected
and key biodiversity area

100% compliance
with the Nagoya Protocol
on access
and benefit sharing

Ingredients
10 new sourcing
partnerships

including a focus
on farming practices,
biodiversity conservation
and water management

100 % of our
natural sourcing

integrating biodiversity
protection through
risk management

2025

targets

CONTRIBUTE
RESOURCES TO
THE ONE PLANET
BUSINESS
FOR
BIODIVERSITY
INITIATIVE

Operate
with
Green
Chemistry
Principles

of our R&D project

pipeline dedicated
to decreasing pressure
on threatened natural
resources through biotech
and upcycling processes
among others

Perfumery

Taste & Beyond

≥ 95%

Contribute
to the global diet
transformation
with our Green
Proteins accelerating
regenerative
agriculture

ULTIMATELY OR PARTIALLY

BIODEGRADABLE
INGREDIENTS

IN OUR FRAGRANCE PORTFOLIO
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Caring about

people

PEOPLE
—
As a family company, we want to transfer our heritage to
the next generations by helping them acquire important
job skills and adapt to a fast-changing world. We enable social cohesion globally by securing future employability of a diverse workforce driven by a strong sense of
belonging. We take action to foster people’s well-being
including mental health. Through our colleagues’ engagement and voluntary actions globally we help reduce
inequalities in the communities where we operate.
We will reinforce our actions to respect and protect
human rights by creating awareness and developing
human rights trainings across the Firmenich group including with our suppliers. We will embed human rights
throughout our procurement strategy. We will continue
collecting human rights performance data from our suppliers with Ecovadis and SEDEX. In high-risk regions we
will conduct UEBT audits at source.
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Caring about

people

caring about people

corporate

50% of leadership team
roles are diverse

Create 5,000 job
opportunities for youth

NO GENDER PAY GAp
No ethnic pay gap
No engagement gap

Invest in 500,000 hours
of training globally

10% of
differently-abled
people in our workforce

activation

Corporate

Zero human rights
non compliance
in our Operations

Maintain
our EDGE
certification

Train major suppliers
on Human Rights
and Responsible Sourcing

Scale up our
suppliers’ engagement
on living wage

2030

ambitions

25,000

hours of volunteering
per year

400

Sustain and further improve
our industry-leading safety
performance
—
by maintaining a Total
Recordable Case (TRC)
rate below 0.20

community projects
funded by our foundation

Perfumery

Taste & Beyond

Maintain 100%
Compliance
with IFRA standards
Embrace transparency
with diclosure
of ingredients down
to 900/100ppm
25

Reduce calories
from sugar
in people’s
diet up to 2.8 Billion
Calories
(240% reduction vs 2020)
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Caring about

corporate

people

caring about people

No gender pay gap
No ethnic pay gap
No engagement gap
5% of
differently-abled
people in our workforce

activation

Corporate
Raise Global Score
of our suppliers’ Ecovadis
‘Labor & Human Rights’
pillar at 60 points.
Launch a suppliers’
diversity program
Zero human rights
non compliance
verified by SEDEX audits

100%
of employees trained
on bias and belonging
principles

Ingredients
Train 100
major suppliers
on Human Rights
and
Responsible Sourcing
10 new initiatives
at source
including focus on women
empowerment, education,
human rights practices
and living wage

2025

targets

100%

Sustain and further improve
our industry-leading safety
performance
—

of Employees
earn at lEast
a living wage across
the Firmenich Group

by maintaining a Total Recordable Case
(TRC) rate below 0.20

100%

Firmenich managers
trained on Human Rights

100% of line managers trained as
mental health first aiders

Perfumery

Taste & Beyond

Maintain 100%
Compliance
with IFRA standards
Embrace transparency
with diclosure
of ingredients down
to 900/100ppm
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Reduce calories
from sugar
in people’s diet up
to 2 Billion Calories
(170% reduction vs 2020)

firmenich

#1
in Renewable Ingredients
#1
in Conscious perfumery
#1
in Diet Transformation
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INGREDIENTS
COMMITMENTS
—
We deliver remarkable ingredients that are renewable
and responsible. For more than 20 years, we made pioneering use of most of the Green Chemistry principles in
our day-to-day research and ongoing improvements. Our
vision is to become the leaders in Sustainable Fragrance
& Flavor Ingredients and renewable specialties including: Biodegradability, Renewability, Natural, Green
Chemistry and Biotechnology. By 2030 we commit to deliver 70% of Firmenich Fragrance & Flavor Ingredients
manufactured from Renewable Carbon.
In designing our sustainable ingredients and their
manufacturing routes, our approach is truly multidisciplinary. We will power Sustainable Ingredient transformation through four innovation platforms and report
annually on progress.
We commit to drive science-based impact measurement
and transparency with our EcoIngredient Compass™ in
order to constantly improve our climate and nature footprint by adapting our production processes. We plan to
reinforce our traceability capabilities in collaboration
with our procurement and digital innovation teams.
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PERFUMERY
COMMITMENTS
—
Conscious perfumery brings together the best of nature and science through a responsible and sustainable
approach based on innovation and principles of Green
Chemistry. Firmenich set out to embed these tenets
in a reinvention of fragrance design with the launch of
CreateForGood™, informed by and for consumers, in
January 2020. CreateForGood™ integrates key notions
of naturalness, sustainability, regulatory, transparency
and sensoriality into one Eco-design process.
Firmenich’s Perfumery ambition is to create performant
and delightful fragrances made of renewable and sustainable ingredients that leave no trace in the environment and have a reduced carbon footprint whilst
generating positive emotions, thus contributing to consumers’ healthy sustainable lifestyles.
We commit that by 2030, our fragrance portfolio will
comprise 99% of ultimately or partially biodegradable
ingredients, as defined by the OECD. 100 % of our fragrances will be renewable as defined by ISO 16128. Our
fragrances will be made of 70% of renewable (ISO 16128)
or upcycled carbon content.
Our commitments are supported by EcoScent
Compass™, our integrated science-based impact
measurement tool. We commit to assess 100% of our
fragrance portfolio in order to provide fact-based transparency and drive constant improvement in our formulations, leveraging digital and Artificial Intelligence to
accelerate our progress.
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TASTE & BEYOND
COMMITMENTS
—
We are experiencing a rapid transformation in diets,
with health, nutrition, and naturals driving food business growth around the world.
Our Taste & Beyond priorities around Flexitarian diets,
Nutrition, Naturals & Clean label are aligned with our
sustainability ambition on Nature, Climate and People.
We are answering the current diet transformation
through our taste solutions addressing salt reduction &
sugar reduction.
In 2011, Firmenich revolutionized the food and beverage
industry with the launch of TasteGEM® a breakthrough
innovation pioneering a new approach to reducing sugar
and making healthier foods and beverages taste great.
We commit to accelerate the growth of healthy solutions
globally by removing 700,000 metric tons of sugar from
our clients’ products by 2030.
We are contributing to the future of food thanks to our
SmartProteins™ solutions impacting climate and nature
positively. We commit to accelerate the development of
our SmartProteins™ solutions to advance the transformation of plant-based proteins cultivated with regenerative agriculture practices to positively impact nature,
improve soil health and revive biodiversity.
We commit to address label transparency and origin
traceability in foods and beverages and continue evolving our flavorist palette, adding a robust portfolio of natural ingredients.
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Impactful science

responsible sourcing

Business Ethics

DIGITAL ACCELERATION
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IMPACTFUL
SCIENCE
—
Our powerful R&D programs enable us to develop and
bring to market products, ingredients and technologies with an improved impact on the environment and
people, while meeting and sometimes anticipating the
needs and expectations of the conscious consumers.
We are driving impactful science through sustainable
solutions and wellness solutions for safe and healthy
bodies, minds and homes. Augmented discovery, manufacturing and creation are enabling the acceleration of
impactful science.
We commit to continue embracing and accelerating new
technologies and innovations that respect nature and
decrease pressure on natural resources.
Our scientists and researchers from around the world
are united in their passion for providing concrete solutions, leveraging the best of Green Chemistry and biotechnology enabled by cell biology, materials science,
analytical chemistry, cognitive sciences and digital tools.
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RESPONSIBLE
sourcing
—
We are committed to driving a responsible and transparent supply chain everywhere. Our actions are guided by
our Responsible Sourcing Policy. We will leverage our
purchasing power to impact people and nature positively
reinforcing our resilience to climate change.
We will reinforce our suppliers’ monitoring and engagement and in the same time we will scale up our certification efforts. While certifications are important to drive
responsible practices, we believe it is critical to also
drive transformation and positive change trough fieldbased collaborations at source. We will also build on our
digital traceability first experiences and start designing
and deploying a full traceability strategy.
We will conduct human rights due diligence and monitoring across our supply chains. We plan to raise our suppliers’ average score of ECOVADIS “Labor & Human Rights”
pillar from current 53 to 60 by 2025. In addition, we will
continue working on living wage at source on specific
supply chains and in collaboration with our clients.
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BUSINESS
ethics
—
Our customers and end-consumers rely on us to deliver
products that are safe and meet or exceed the highest
standards of quality. We commit to lead in customer satisfaction. Driving an outstanding performance in product quality and compliance, food safety, and service.
From the ingredients we source to the fragrances and
flavors we produce, product quality along with product
safety is a top priority.
Promoting a culture of ethics and business integrity is
imperative. We design our processes to communicate
our values, counter corruption, and ultimately promote
peaceful and inclusive societies. We must hold ourselves
accountable to the highest ethical standards and operate every day with honesty, fairness and integrity. We
engage all our colleagues regularly as well as our suppliers on our Code of Ethics and related ethics policies.
A private company with a public governance, Firmenich
values its independence and long-term view of the industry. That’s why it operates according to the highest
standards of governance worldwide.
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Digital
Acceleration
—
In a connected, fast and constantly changing world, most
industries are disrupted. To evolve in this new environment, Firmenich is harnessing its agility, creativity and
innovation while benefiting from the latest technologies.
We are committed to accelerate the development of digital capabilities from source to consumer. Increased data
transparency is critical for all our stakeholders in order
to drive a fact-based and science-based sustainability
journey, from sourcing traceability to augmented innovation and creation we are leveraging our data to meet
the requirements of the conscious consumer.
We are committed to accelerate the digitalization of our
lifecycle tools such as the EcoScent Compass™, the
EcoIngredient Compass™ and the EcoFood Compass™
in order to deliver fact-based and science-based claims
to our clients. We will also accelerate the digitalization
of our ESG reporting allowing for more regular updates
and reinforced impact measurement data and meeting
the requirements of rating agencies, certifications bodies and clients’ request under one platform.
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our AMBITIONS

2030

impactful science

responsible sourcing

deliver annually
8 new
sustainable
ingredients

50 key ingredients
certified

90%
of our suppliers
spend rated
Ecovadis Silver

80%
of our raw material
spend from suppliers
reporting on CDP climate
Change and setting targets
and improvement plans

PATHWAYS TO POSITIVE DRIVERS

Business Ethics

DIGITAL ACCELERATION

Maintain
a score of 80

Scale up

our Digital traceability
program

on Ecovadis Ethics section

Scale up our Ecotools

Maintain a strong
culture of food
protection with :

EcoScent Compass™
Ecofood Compass™
EcoIngredients Compass™

1.
Zero customer
food protection
non-conformance

Full digitalization

of ESG data reporting

Augmented discovery

2.
Zero end product recall
due to Firmenich products

Continue operating
against our AI
for good charter
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Embracing

nature

Business
for good

Acting on

Climate change

Caring about

people

Proof points
—
We aim at being certified B Corp by 2025 to independently
validate our progress. Our strategy is grounded in the 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that we use as
our compass towards 2030. We embrace all the SDGs
but we can make an impactful contribution essentially
against eight of them. In addition to B corp we will use
other third parties to validate, certify, rate and challenge our performance including: the RE 100 Carbon
Disclosure Project, the Union for Ethical Biotrade, the
Renewable Carbon Initiative, EcoVadis, Sustainalytics,
EDGE, and others. We commit to transparently report on
our performance at least on an annual basis.
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